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1. Introduction
The guidance, navigation, and control (GNC) system has unique constraints for gun-launched
precision munitions. Ensuring structural integrity of mechanical and electrical components
during the gun launch event is difficult. Packaging requirements are stringent for the tubelaunched environment. Fitting lifting surfaces within the launch tube often results in relatively
small control surfaces as blades must be sub-caliber or stowed within the body (thereby
competing with other subsystems for volume allocation). Finally, cost is a major driver in the
development and production of precision systems. Expensive, high-performance actuators
cannot be used on affordable systems. These aspects conspire to increase the technical difficulty
for affordable precision projectiles. An example of these difficulties is achieving specified
system accuracy requirements with reduced control effectiveness due to small lifting surfaces
and poor actuators.
A few gun-launched precision munitions have been fielded or are currently in development for
the U.S. Army (1–3). The GNC solutions for these systems address unique requirements and a
general understanding of system parameters on maneuverability is unavailable in the literature.
Extending the range of munitions by adding a control mechanism was investigated by Costello
(4) and Fresconi (5). These efforts actively controlled the flight of a projectile but neither work
exhaustively examined the airframe design or considered affordability or various maneuver
schemes.
This work contributes to the field by identifying the fundamental relationships between
maneuverability and maneuver scheme, actuator bandwidth, and airframe design under the
unique constraints of the gun-launched projectile. The maneuverability of a canard-controlled,
fin-stabilized projectile was considered in this study. Nonlinear flight dynamic simulations were
conducted with well-characterized, realistic aerodynamics. Analysis of the effect of physical
characteristics and aerodynamics of the airframe on the maneuverability was undertaken. Static
stability was investigated by parametrically varying the location of the projectile’s center of
gravity. The control effectiveness of the candidate projectile was limited by relatively small
lifting surfaces in accordance with the packaging constraints for gun-launched application. The
deployment time after launch of the lifting surfaces was examined. The number of control
surfaces depended on the maneuver scheme employed.
The maneuver schemes included rolling airframe, bank-to-turn, and skid-to-turn. A two-blade
(single-axis) and four-blade (two-axis) actuation system was considered for the rolling airframe.
For the non-rolling airframe, a four-blade (two-axis) bank-to-turn and both three-blade (threeaxis) and four-blade (four-axis) skid-to-turn actuation systems were addressed. The four-blade
bank-to-turn case flew in a “+” configuration of canards with respect to the gravity vector and
the four-blade skid-to-turn case flew in an “X” configuration. Actuator bandwidth translates
1

directly into cost (i.e., higher bandwidth has higher cost); therefore, bandwidth requirements
were quantified through a parametric study of the actuator time constant.
Flight control laws were derived for the different maneuver schemes. The purpose of the
controllers was to maximize maneuverability through a range extension; therefore, the majority
of the control effort was oriented opposite the gravity vector. The rolling airframe controller also
mitigated projectile drift. Roll control and control surface mixing logic was used for the bank-toturn and skid-to-turn schemes.
This report is organized as follows: the aerodynamic and flight dynamic model used for
simulations is presented along with details on the airframe, followed by a description of the
maneuver schemes, actuator types, and flight control laws, then results and conclusions.

2. Aerodynamic and Flight Dynamic Modeling
In the flight simulations, the aerodynamic forces and moments are broken into non-control (NC)
and control (C) components. Aerodynamic symmetry is assumed for the NC components. The
aerodynamic model for the NC components is presented in equations 1 and 2. These expressions
contain coefficients for zero-yaw and yaw-squared axial force, normal force derivative, static roll
moment, roll damping, pitching moment derivative, and pitch damping. All coefficients are
functions of Mach number and some are functions of angle of attack. Specific functional
dependencies of coefficients are included in parenthesis.
(1)

(2)

The control force and moment models are generalized to any number of control surfaces at
arbitrary locations on the projectile. Aerodynamic coefficients for the control surfaces are the
axial force and normal force derivative. Additionally, the location of the center of pressure of
the control surface is used to obtain control moments. Equations 3 and 4 show the summation of
control forces and moments due to the ith control surface. Note that dynamic pressure and angle
of attack are calculated locally at each control surface. The local angle of attack for the ith
control surface is calculated as
.

2

(3)

(4)
The six degree-of-freedom model was employed for flight simulations (6, 7). The equations of
motion are expressed in the body-fixed reference frame. The translational and rotation
kinematics are given in equations 5 and 6:
(5)

(6)
Equations 7 and 8 provide the translational and rotational dynamics. The total forces and
moments were found by adding the NC and C aerodynamic terms along with the force of gravity
acting on the projectile.
(7)

(8)
The dynamics of deflection of the control surfaces were modeled as a first-order system. In this
manner, realistic control surface deflection histories were included and the influence of actuator
bandwidth, in the form of the control surface time constant, was considered.
(9)
These models were implemented in Matlab and numerically integrated using an iterative step
size solver.

3

3. Airframe
One important constraint for gun-launched precision munitions is that control surfaces are often
small. This investigation directly addresses this constraint. The different maneuver schemes and
actuator types considered in this effort require various numbers of control surfaces, from two to
four. The planform area of the control surface is held constant for all cases. The aerodynamic
and flight dynamic models enable analysis of these different numbers of control surfaces given
quality aerodynamic coefficients. Aerodynamic characterizations of a precision munition
meeting the low control authority constraint were undertaken using aeroprediction, wind tunnel
testing, and flight experiments (8). An image of this projectile in a two-canard configuration is
given in figure 1. The aerodynamic database for this projectile contains realistic features such as
trims and nonlinearities with angle of attack and Mach number, which are essential for obtaining
the most representative flight simulations. Rear fins are fixed in this effort; only nose-mounted
canards are actively deflected in flight.

Figure 1. Airframe in flight experiment.

The physical properties for this projectile are provided in table 1. The center of gravity was
varied from the nominal location to assess the influence of static stability on maneuverability and
dynamic stability. The exterior shape (and thus aerodynamic force distribution) was held
constant in accordance with the low control authority constraint. The pitching moment and
control surface center of pressure with respect to the center of gravity were modified based on
the center of gravity shift from the nominal location. In this effort, a positive shift in the center
of gravity is toward the rear of the projectile (less static stability).

4

Table 1. Projectile physical properties.
Mass
Diameter
Length
Center-of-gravity (nominal)
Axial inertia

44.1
155
981
598
0.167

kg
mm
mm
mm from nose

Transverse inertia

2.25

kg-m

2

kg-m

2

A sample of the pitching moment coefficient is shown in figure 2. Nonlinearities in the angle of
attack are evident. The effect of shifting the center of gravity ±0.45 calibers (cal) is presented
along with curves for deflecting a pair of control surfaces ±10°.

Figure 2. Pitching moment at Mach 0.7 for nominal, shifted center of gravity, and positive and negative
deflections of pair of in-plane control surfaces.

4. Maneuver Schemes and Actuator Types
Three maneuver schemes were addressed: rolling airframe, bank-to-turn, and skid-to-turn.
Maneuvering a rolling airframe is based on deflecting the control surfaces at the roll rate. This
concept is illustrated in figure 3 for a two-control-surface configuration. When viewed from
5

behind the projectile at a roll orientation of 0°, control surfaces are deflected to provide a control
force in the same direction to achieve maneuver. As the projectile rolls 90°, the control surfaces
are undeflected since control force cannot be exerted in the desired direction. Control surfaces
are deflected in a manner consistent with the initial (0° roll orientation) control force direction
when the projectile rolls to 180°. Control surfaces are undeflected again at a roll angle of 270°.
The sequence repeats at successive roll cycles. Any desired maneuver direction (e.g., up, down,
left, right) is available by phase shifting the control surface deflection within the roll period.

Figure 3. Rolling airframe maneuver.

The simplest (and most affordable) actuation of a rolling airframe with two control surfaces is a
single-axis actuator driving both control surfaces simultaneously. Extending this idea farther, an
N-axis actuator may drive 2N control surfaces to maneuver a rolling airframe. For practical
packaging reasons, this study considers a two-axis actuator on a four-control-surface
configuration of a rolling airframe in addition to the single-axis actuator with two control
surfaces. Design of these two actuation systems for the rolling airframe scheme was undertaken
and the solid model renderings are shown in figure 4. A linear voice coil, which has been
experimentally rated past 20,000 times the acceleration of gravity, was used as the actuator. For
the single-axis system, the linear voice coil is coupled through a mechanism, which produces the
rotational motion of the canards. Miniaturizing the actuation system allows the control authority
to be maximized by pushing the control surfaces as far toward the nose as possible. The twoaxis system is essentially two single-axis actuation systems oriented with respect to each other
6

such that the appropriate configuration of canards is obtained. Considering the details of the
actuator realization enables this study to address the volume allocation, location within the
munition, and control surface stowing and deployment.

Figure 4. Single-axis actuation of the two-canard rolling airframe scheme (left) and two-axis actuation of fourcanard rolling airframe scheme (right).

The bank-to-turn maneuver relies on a pair of control surfaces deflected in opposite directions to
change roll orientation followed by a pair of control surfaces to achieve lateral maneuver once
the desired roll orientation is achieved. This concept is illustrated in figure 5. At a roll angle of
0°, control surfaces 1 and 3 deflect in opposite directions to induce roll. As the projectile rolls to
90°, control surfaces 1 and 3 are undeflected and surfaces 2 and 4 deflect in the same direction
for the lateral maneuver.

Figure 5. Bank-to-turn maneuver.

A two-axis actuator, with one axis coupling two roll control surfaces and one axis coupling two
lateral control surfaces, is the simplest and most frequent realization of the bank-to-turn steering
approach. This arrangement, flying in a “+” configuration, was adopted for this study. The
actuation system developed for the bank-to-turn scheme is presented in figure 6. Two gun-hard,
miniature servo-motors drive the canards. One servo-motor differentially deflects the canards
7

for roll control and the other servo-motor deflects canards in tandem to produce the lateral
maneuver.

Figure 6. Two-axis actuation of four-canard skid-to-turn scheme.

Skid-to-turn maneuvering features each control surface performing roll control and lateral
control simultaneously. In figure 7, the skid-to-turn scheme desires to perform a lateral
maneuver in a given direction and keep the roll orientation such that the airframe flies in an “X”
configuration. As such, the left-most illustration shows the projectile at –15° roll orientation so
control surfaces 1 and 4 are deflected differently than control surfaces 2 and 3. A moment to roll
into the “X” configuration results from the net differential control surface deflection.
Furthermore, all surfaces produce a lateral force in a consistent direction so lateral control still
takes place during the roll control. Once the desired roll orientation is achieved (right-most
illustration in the figure), all surfaces deflect for lateral maneuver.

Figure 7. Skid-to-turn maneuver.

Independent actuators on each control surface are necessary for skid-to-turn maneuvering. In
keeping with the affordability constraint of this effort, minimal skid-to-turn configurations
8

(three-axis/three control surfaces and four-axis/four control surfaces) were considered in this
study. Solid model renderings of the actuation systems for the three- and four-axis
configurations are provided in figure 8. The same servo-motor used for the bank-to-turn scheme
was adopted for the skid-to-turn actuators. The four-axis/four control surface system flew in an
“X” configuration.

Figure 8. Three-axis actuation of the three-canard skid-to-turn scheme (left) and four-axis actuation of the fourcanard skid-to-turn scheme (right)

5. Flight Control Laws
The goal of the flight control was to maximize the downrange flight distance in keeping with the
given maneuver scheme. The rear fins had a fixed cant for the rolling airframe to roll the
projectile during flight. Both two- and four-axis rolling airframes deflected each control surface
to the maximum with a change in sign once per roll period to maintain the control force in a
consistent direction (i.e., opposite the gravity vector). Projectile drift is a phenomenon that
causes an increase in the crossrange (normal to line-of-fire) distance of the trajectory due to the
interaction of gravity, spin, and pitching moment. Drift magnitude increases with spin rate and
angle of attack. For gliding, a slowly rolling airframe’s angle of attack can be high enough to
cause significant drift. To maximize downrange flight distance, drift must be mitigated. One
method to reduce drift is to issue a slight phase-shift command in the desired maneuver
orientation. This approach was developed by Fresconi (5). Using inertial position and velocity
feedback in a simple controller was shown to effectively remove projectile drift and maximize
downrange flight distance. The flight control law shown in equation 10 was used in this effort to
determine where in the roll cycle to change the sign of the deflection for the rolling airframe
scheme.
9

(10)
Both bank-to-turn and skid-to-turn schemes featured rear fins without cant; however, launch
conditions, manufacturing tolerances, and interactions and disturbances experienced during flight
necessitate roll control. A general controller, using linear quadratic regulator control techniques,
was developed for use in both schemes. Using linear quadratic regulators for roll control has
been done in the past (9–11). The present formulation adds to the past work by including the
fundamental flight dynamics of roll. Roll dynamics of a projectile are derived in Murphy (7).
) with
These equations can be modified slightly and expressed in state-space form (
and
. The state transition and control matrices are shown in equations
11 and 12:
(11)

(12)
The linear quadratic regulator expresses the control as
, where the gain is given by
equation 13 and can be found by solving the algebraic matrix Riccatti equation shown in
equation 14. The weightings for control effort and control error allow tuning of the controller for
a given application. This roll controller is extensible to the two, three, and four control surfaces
for different cases of the bank-to-turn and skid-to-turn schemes.
(13)
(14)
Linear performance and stability analyses were conducted on the roll control algorithm. Typical
results are shown in figures 9 through 12. For an initially perturbed system with roll angle at 30°
and roll rate at 2 rad/s, the roll and roll rate histories are shown in figures 9 and 10 along with the
control surface deflection history to achieve this performance in figure 11. Satisfactory response
and steady-state error are illustrated in these results. The root-locus plot in figure 12 shows that
the controller remains stable for all gains.
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Figure 9. Roll angle history from the linear analysis.

Figure 10. Roll rate angle history from the linear analysis.

11

Figure 11. Deflection history from the linear analysis.

Figure 12. Root-locus for the roll controller.

The bank-to-turn scheme uses the roll controller to provide deflection commands for two control
surfaces to keep the airframe in the “+” configuration. The other two control surfaces are
deflected to the maximum throughout flight to maximize downrange flight distance.
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Skid-to-turn deflection commands for the three- and four-axis system are generated by blending
roll control with lateral maneuver for all control surfaces. The roll control algorithm outlined
previously is used to determine roll deflection commands. The orientation of each control
surface with respect to the desired lateral maneuver direction (opposite the gravity vector) is used
to generate lateral maneuver deflection commands. The final skid-to-turn deflection command is
produced simply by adding the de-coupled roll deflection command to the lateral maneuver
deflection command.
Perfect state feedback was used. Limiters were placed on all deflection commands (±10°).

6. Simulation Parameters
The airframe was equipped with the flight control laws for the pertinent maneuver scheme and
simulated using the equations of motion outlined previously. A parametric study was conducted
to address the maneuverability as a function of the maneuver scheme, actuator bandwidth, and
airframe design for the unique constraints of the gun-launched environment. The complete
parameter space for the simulations is included in table 2.
Table 2. Parameter space.
Maneuver
Scheme/Actuator
Type

Quadrant
Elevation
(°)

(s)

(s)

(s)

0–45

25–55

0–0.1

Center-ofgravity shift
(cal)

Rolling airframe - 2
control surfaces
rolling airframe - 4
control surfaces
Bank-to-turn - 4
control surfaces (+)
Skid-to-turn - 3
control surfaces

35–60

–0.45–0.45

Skid-to-turn - 4
control surfaces (X)

The launch velocity was 696 m/s. Downrange flight distance was the primary measure of
performance for this effort.
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7. Results
7.1

Ballistic Flight

Simulations were conducted to determine the baseline ballistic (non-maneuvering) downrange
flight distance of various configurations of the airframe through a subset of the parameter space.
The ballistic range is dependent upon the number of canards, canard deployment time, quadrant
elevation, and rear fin cant (rolling or non-rolling airframe). These parameters were varied and
the results are presented in figures 13 and 14.
Figure 13 shows the downrange flight distance for the rolling/non-rolling airframes with two,
three, or four canards as a function of deployment time. These results are at the quadrant
elevation, which provides maximum downrange distance. Yaw of repose is generated for the
rolling airframes, which results in crossrange drift and less downrange distance. More canards
add drag, which decreases the downrange distance. As deployment time occurs later in flight,
the number of canards is less important as the additional canard drag has less effect on the
trajectory.

Figure 13. Ballistic downrange flight distance for the canard number and deploy time parameters.

Figure 14 illustrates the optimal quadrant elevation for ballistic flight is near 45°. Again, the
rolling airframes encounter drift, which reduces the downrange distance, and more canards add
drag, which also decreases downrange distance. These results are for the optimal deployment
time.
14

Figure 14. Ballistic downrange flight distance for the canard number and quadrant
elevation parameters.

7.2

Maneuver Flight

Maneuver results are shown for the different parameters in figures 15 through 21. For each
parameter under examination in the figures all other parameters are for the optimal (i.e.,
maximum downrange distance) configuration. In the legend of these figures, the maneuver
scheme is denoted as “Rolling” for the rolling airframe, “BTT” for the bank-to-turn, and “STT”
for the skid-to-turn, and the number of canards is represented with the relevant digit. The
orientation of the canards during flight for the four control surfaces cases is differentiated with a
“+” for the bank-to-turn scheme and an “X” for the skid-to-turn case.
As shown in figure 15, the optimal quadrant elevation for maneuver flight is different than that
for ballistic flight. Furthermore, the optimal quadrant elevation is specific to the parameters such
as maneuver scheme. For example, inherently higher maneuverability arrangements, such as the
skid-to-turn case with four canards in the “X” configuration, need a steeper quadrant elevation to
reach a higher altitude from which to pull a more favorable glide slope.

15

Figure 15. Maneuver downrange flight distance for the maneuver scheme/actuator type
and quadrant elevation parameters

The following results have been expressed not as a downrange distance but as a dimensionless
fractional increase of the maneuver downrange distance divided by the ballistic downrange
distance. This metric provides some sense for the downrange increase due to active maneuvers.
For all cases, the ballistic downrange distance used in the nondimensionalization was for the set
of parameters that yielded the maximum downrange distance.
Comparing the different maneuver schemes/actuator types in figure 16 shows that only the skidto-turn scheme with four canards in the “X” configuration significantly outperforms all others.
This configuration flies about 75% farther than the maximum ballistic downrange distance while
all other cases fly closer to 40% farther than the respective ballistic downrange distance. When
the actuator bandwidth is considered (blue bars in figure 16), some disadvantages of the rolling
airframe become apparent. While the specific roll rate of the airframe is important, it seems that
in general rolling airframes may require higher bandwidth actuators to achieve the maximum
possible maneuverability.

16

Figure 16. Fractional increase in maneuver downrange flight distance for
the maneuver scheme/actuator type parameter.

To fully appreciate the trade-offs associated with various maneuver schemes/actuator types, the
volume occupied by each actuation system was calculated. The volume of each system is
relatively similar (approximately 110–165 cm3) except for the rolling airframe with four canards,
which is twice the volume of the rolling airframe with two canards. Figure 17 presents the
maneuverability as a function of the actuator volume. The skid-to-turn scheme flying with four
canards in the “X” configuration has the best maneuverability and moderate (136 cm3) volume
requirements. The bank-to-turn and skid-to-turn schemes with three canards feature the next
most favorable maneuverability per unit actuation system volume.
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Figure 17. Fractional increase in maneuver downrange flight distance for the actuation
system volume parameter.

The dependence of maneuverability on the glide start time is given in figure 18. Glide time was
nondimensionalized by the total time of flight (
). The optimal glide start
time is near 25–30% into the flight depending on the configuration. This optimal glide time
usually corresponded closely with apogee.
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Figure 18. Fractional increase in maneuver downrange flight distance for
the dimensionless glide start time and maneuver scheme/actuator type
parameters.

The influence of canard deployment time on maneuverability is presented in figure 19. The skidto-turn scheme with four canards in the “X” configuration is not shown so that a more zoomed in
scale can be used. Maneuverability is insensitive to canard deployment time for this airframe.
For example, the square symbols representing the skid-to-turn scheme with three canards
deployed at the optimal time during flight is only a few percent better than the diamond symbols
denoting the skid-to-turn scheme with three canards fixed (deployed) from launch. In contrast to
the ballistic results (figure 13), when maneuver is considered the drag of the canards is mitigated
by the lift produced.
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Figure 19. Fractional increase in maneuver downrange flight distance for the deployment
time and dimensionless glide time parameters.

Actuator bandwidth often translates directly to cost and affordability is a driving factor in the
fielding of precision munitions. Figure 20 shows the maneuverability of the different maneuver
schemes/actuator types as a function of actuator bandwidth. The frequency at which these
curves fall off for each case provides some sense for bandwidth requirement. Obviously, the
rolling airframe needs the highest bandwidth (
) although this is dependent on roll
rate. The airframe in this effort had a roll rate between 10 and 30 Hz. The skid-to-turn scheme
) due to the need to perform roll and
has the next highest bandwidth requirement (
lateral control for each control surface simultaneously. The lowest bandwidth actuator
requirements are for the bank-to-turn scheme, since the roll control axis can slowly orient the
lateral control surfaces in the proper direction with little impact to the overall maneuverability.
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Figure 20. Fractional increase in the maneuver downrange flight distance for the control
surface time constant and maneuver scheme/actuator type parameters.

Shifting the center of gravity, as shown in figure 21, has a large effect on maneuverability. Static
stability dictates the control-induced angle of attack at which the airframe is able to glide. As
this moment arm goes to zero, the maneuverability of all cases increases drastically. Beyond a
center-of-gravity shift of 0.45 cal, this airframe is statically unstable at launch and throughout a
majority of the flight.
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Figure 21. Fractional increase in the maneuver downrange flight distance for
the center-of-gravity shift and maneuver scheme/actuator type parameters.

7.3

Static and Dynamic Stability

Designing a highly maneuverable precision munition by dialing in a low static margin must be
tempered with a consideration of dynamic stability. Flight stability is often evaluated for
projectiles using linear theory (6–7). This theory characterizes the angular motion of the
projectile as an exponentially damped sinusoid. Stability is inferred directly by the damping
rate; positive damping rate implies yaw growth (dynamic instability) and negative damping rate
implies perturbations in angular motion decrease in amplitude (dynamic stability).
The physical properties and aerodynamics of the airframe used in this investigation were
implemented in the linear theory calculations to obtain the damping rates at Mach 0.7 as a
function of static stability, as shown in figure 22. The open circles show that the damping rate is
negative (dynamic stability) for all values of static stability when no static side moment is
present. Flight experiments conducted with this airframe identified a static side moment (8).
When this aerodynamic term is added to the linear stability calculation, a dynamic instability
(positive damping rate) occurs for low static stability.
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Figure 22. Dynamic stability for the center-of-gravity shift parameter.

Figure 23 was added to provide some sense for how a given damping rate maps into angular
motion. Trajectory reconstruction was undertaken of an experimental flight of the airframe used
in this study in a configuration with a rolling airframe composed of two canards. The 2°–3°
magnitude of coning motion obtained during the experimental flight shown in figure 23
corresponds to the static side moment curve with the center-of-gravity shift of zero (damping rate
of approximately –0.008/m) in figure 22. This consideration of static and dynamic stability
illustrates that realistic aerodynamic effects such as trims, static side moments, and dynamic side
moments, which are often difficult to characterize with preliminary design tools, can have a
significant impact to the airframe design and flight control algorithms.
Sensors such as high-grade accelerometers and gyroscopes may be used to provide stability
through an active feedback loop for flight regimes where dynamic instabilities may exist. This
approach adds cost. A more affordable precision munition solution should exclude the expensive
inertial measurement unit and use a global positioning system (GPS) alone for state feedback and
ensure dynamic stability through proper airframe design and characterization (13).
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Figure 23. Coning motion obtained during an experimental flight of a rolling airframe
with a damping rate of approximately –0.0008/m.

8. Conclusions
Dynamic modeling and simulation of the flight and control surface response of a guided
projectile were performed in this effort. The aerodynamic database encompassed realistic effects
such as trims, nonlinearities, and side moments, which increase the fidelity of the simulations.
The airframe under investigation met the gun-launched precision munition constraint of weak
control effectiveness. The design of the airframe in terms of static stability and maneuver
scheme was examined. The three conventional maneuver schemes were addressed for different
levels of actuator complexity. Besides the number of actuator axes required, the affordability of
the maneuver system was also addressed through a bandwidth parameter. Flight control laws
were developed to maximize maneuverability for the rolling airframe, bank-to-turn, and skid-toturn schemes. A parametric study addressed the influence of quadrant elevation, glide start time,
control surface deployment time, maneuver scheme/actuator type, and stability on the
maneuverability of precision munitions.
The results indicate that a skid-to-turn scheme flying in the “X” configuration with four canards
yields the most control authority. This configuration may feature moderate volume allocation
and bandwidth requirements. Maneuverability was largely independent of the four other
maneuver schemes/actuator types, provided the actuator bandwidth is high enough for the rolling
airframes. Implications of realistic aerodynamic effects on the static and dynamic stability must
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be considered. This finding entails early, high-fidelity flight characterizations. Post-launch
deployment of control surfaces may be unnecessary from a maneuverability perspective and
decrease technical risk but mandatory from a storage and handling viewpoint. Finally, given a
specific configuration, simultaneous optimization of quadrant elevation and glide start time are
needed to maximize maneuverability.
These results provide original and valuable insight into the optimal parameters for maneuvering
guided munitions. Gun-launched precision projectiles have unique constraints on survivability,
packaging, and affordability. Control surfaces are often small and actuators may be poor
performing to meet some of these requirements. This fundamental investigation addresses
optimal maneuverability in this distinctive environment.
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List of Symbols, Abbreviations, and Acronyms
 ,  ,

pitch, yaw, total angle-of-attack

C

roll orientation of control surface

 , 

control surface deflection, time rate of change of control surface deflection

 CMD

commanded control surface deflection



time constant of control surface deflection

CMD

roll command for drift controller

 ,  ,

Euler angles

, ,
 
A, B

time rate of change of Euler angles

C

control

C l0

static roll moment coefficient

Cl p

roll damping coefficient

CN

normal force coefficient

C N C

control surface normal force derivative coefficient

Cm

pitching moment coefficient

C mq

pitch damping coefficient

CX

axial force coefficient

C XC

control surface axial force coefficient

D

diameter


I , Ia , It

moment of inertia tensor, axial moment of inertia, transverse moment of

state transition and controls matrix

inertia
GNC

guidance, navigation, and control

GPS

global positioning system
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K, P

gain and solution to algebraic matrix Riccatti equation for linear quadratic
regulator controller

K PG , K DG

proportional and derivative gains for drift controller

L, M , N

moments acting on projectile

m

mass

M

Mach number

NC

number of control surfaces

NC

non-control

p, q, r

body rotational velocity

p , q, r

time rate of change of body rotational velocity

Q

dynamic pressure


rCGCPC

vector from center-of-gravity to center-of-pressure of control surface

 
R, QLQR

control effort and control error weighting matrix for linear quadratic regulator

S

reference area

t deploy

control surface deployment time in flight

t glide

glide start time in flight

u, v, w

body translational velocity

u, v, w

time rate of change of body translational velocity

V

total velocity of projectile

  
x , x, u

time rate of change of state vector, state vector, control vector controller

x, y, z

inertial position

x, y , z

inertial translational velocity

X ,Y , Z

forces acting on projectile

yT , zT , y T

target inertial position and translational velocity for drift controller
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